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NICI Campaign Readiness Assessment 
Version 1.5, M. Hartung, T. Hayward, and J. Jensen, 17 September 2008 

Introduction 
When the Gemini Board of Directors instructed Gemini to allocate approximately 50 nights to the NICI 
Planet Search team led by M. Liu, they required that the GSC provide technical oversight of the 
campaign on an annual basis. They also required that the GSC assess NICI performance prior to 
starting the campaign. The Gemini Science Committee (GSC) has organized the Planet Finding Science 
Working Group (PFSWG) and charged them to review NICI performance prior to beginning the NICI 
Planet Finding Campaign. 
 
The GSC has defined two basic criteria to establish NICI’s performance. The first is that NICI must 
be capable of achieving the science goals set out in the campaign proposal submitted by M. Liu and 
his team.  The campaign proposal was based on certain performance estimates and assumptions defined 
by Gemini as part of the campaign Request for Proposals (RFP). To go forward with the campaign, 
Gemini must first establish that NICI performs at least as well as anticipated in the RFP. Secondly, 
NICI must perform at least as well as NIRI and Altair, Gemini’s comparable AO imager without an 
optimized coronagraph. The best measurements to-date using NIRI+Altair were done by the Gemini 
Deep Planet Search (GDPS) team (Lafreniere et al. 2007). 
 
This document seeks to establish that NICI performance meets these two criteria.  It is not a summary 
of the best NICI performance to-date since the data were collected during commissioning of the 
instrument, before some aspects had been optimized. While all of the information in this report is up-
to-date, additional commissioning data will be collected, and system performance further optimized, 
prior to the start of the campaign. This report shows that NICI performance is sufficient to start the 
campaign. Updates on NICI performance will be provided to the PFSWG and GSC at their scheduled 
meetings. 
 
The primary focus of this document is on AO performance, sensitivity and contrast. The contrast 
performance is compared with the results of the GDPS, which was conducted using NIRI+Altair and 
state-of-the-art observing procedures and data reduction techniques. Commissioning will be completed 
by the end of 2008. Campaign observations are scheduled to begin as early as October 2008. 

Overview of NICI's Capabilities 
NICI, the Near-Infrared Coronagraphic Imager, is a dual-channel, near-infrared coronagraphic imager 
for use on Gemini South. It was built by Mauna Kea Infrared (MKIR). NICI arrived on Cerro Pachon 
in January 2007 and obtained "first light" on February 20th, 2007. It has been undergoing an extensive 
period of commissioning, instrument performance characterization and optimization which is expected 
to be completed by the start of 2009A. 

NICI is a specialized camera with a dedicated Lyot coronagraph and 85-element curvature adaptive 
optics system optimized to directly detect massive self-luminous extrasolar planets (M>MJup) around 
nearby stars. NICI spectrally differences two images taken simultaneously in- and outside the strong 
near-infrared methane features found in substellar objects cooler than 1400 K. The design philosophy 
integrates the three major subsystems (AO relay, coronagraph, and dual-channel camera) to keep non-
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common path aberrations small, and to be limited only by the residual atmospheric wavefront and 
scattering. Optical scattering and ghosts are minimized by using off-axis paraboloid mirrors instead of 
lenses. Both camera channels are equipped with 1024x1024 ALADDIN InSb arrays (1 to 5 µm). For 
both channels, the imaging plate scale is 18 mas/pix, and the field of view 18×18 arcsec. A variety of 
broad- and narrow-band filters are available, including various narrow band filters sampling the 
methane absorption band at 1.6 µm. 

Status and availability 
NICI will be the first Gemini instrument to be used in "campaign" mode. A single planet-search 
program has been awarded a significant amount of observing time (up to 50 nights over three years). 
NICI campaign observing is planned to start as soon as possible after the PFSWG/GSC readiness 
review, before the end of 2008. 

NICI is also being offered for non-exoplanet AO imaging and coronagraphy on a shared-risk basis for 
classical and queue-scheduled observing in 2009A. While the instrument characterization has not been 
completed yet, the measured performance fulfills or exceeds specifications. 

The observing modes characterized to-date include the AO reference target on-axis, the coronagraph 
with a flat-topped Gaussian focal plane mask and a 90% hard-edged pupil-plane mask, spectral-
difference imaging (SDI) with 4% filters around the 1.6 µm methane feature, and angular-difference 
imaging (ADI). For ADI observations the Cassegrain rotator is kept fixed. While some tests have been 
done with other filters and without ADI, these other modes are not yet well characterized.  

Sensitivity and contrast depend strongly on the AO correction (Strehl ratio).  The contrast and 
sensitivities measured to-date rely on bright AO guide stars and good seeing conditions. The contrast 
performance as shown in the “Contrast and Sensitivity” section below was measured primarily using 
bright guide stars (V<11). 

Observing Strategies 
The achievable sensitivity and contrast are intimately linked to the observing strategies and data 
reduction pipelines. This section gives an overview of the two primary observing strategies, Spectral 
Differential Imaging (SDI) and Angular Differential Imaging (ADI), and their impact on the 
capabilities of NICI. The Campaign team is still optimizing their observing strategy, but it will likely 
include both methods for at least some targets. 

SDI is the primary observing mode of the NICI instrument. Each exposure produces two frames, one 
for each channel. In SDI mode, each channel is operated with a filter of slightly different wavelength, 
one outside the absorption feature, and one inside the feature. Whether SDI is combined with ADI, or 
used at discrete roll angles, depends on the scientific goals and the properties of the target (brightness, 
position on sky, etc.). 

Both SDI and ADI techniques seek to separate real objects from speckles. SDI achieves this by 
exploiting a spectral feature in the desired target (the implementation currently in NICI utilizes the 1.6 
µm methane absorption feature formed in substellar objects cooler than 1400 K). Images are taken 
simultaneously both within and outside the chosen absorption feature. Due to the simultaneity of the 
observations, the star and the coherent speckle pattern are very similar in both filters/cameras, while 
any faint companion with that absorption feature is bright in one filter and faint in the other. 
Subtracting the two images thus removes the starlight and speckle patterns while a real companion with 
the chosen absorption feature remains in the image. In other words, the off-absorption band image acts 
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as reference point spread function for the absorption band image. 

SDI can be used at a set of discrete Cassegrain rotator angles for each object. A real object on the sky 
will rotate with a change of rotator angle; however, longer-lasting speckles which originate in the 
instrument will not. By subtracting data taken at multiple roll angles, speckles are further attenuated. 
Further evidence for a real object in the frame can be obtained by a characteristic jump in roll angle. 

ADI employs a similar strategy to build a reference PSF to remove speckles. Instead of observing at 
discrete roll angles, ADI leaves the Cassegrain rotator off and allows the telescope optics to rotate with 
respect to the sky. In a sequence of images taken at different parallactic angles, a real companion will 
track on the sky with the parallactic angle, while turbulence driven speckles will move randomly and 
instrumental speckles will remain stationary. From a series of images, a reference PSF can be 
constructed for and subtracted from each individual image, attenuating any quasi-static speckle 
structure caused by instrument and telescope optics. The main advantage of ADI against just using 
discrete roll angles is that the pupil is not moved for the reference PSF image, since the Cassegrain 
rotator is fixed. The moving M2 support arms (or correspondingly the spider mask) modify the speckle 
pattern. A better PSF stability is therefore achieved with a fixed Cassegrain rotator (ADI). ADI and SDI 
are not mutually exclusive. Combining both techniques allows an even greater degree of speckle 
suppression. 

While it is clear that the combination of ADI and SDI (ASDI) is very powerful, the ADI technique is 
constrained by the target position on the sky. The field rotation introduces a field dependent blurring 
that reduces the Strehl, and hence the sensitivity, at large radii. This effect can be limited by setting a 
maximum exposure time per image and/or by observing in positions of the sky when the field rotates 
slowly, however, these must be traded against the increased contribution from read noise and the 
degraded performance of the adaptive optics system due to the larger observing zenith distances. 

The NICI Campaign team is optimizing their observing strategy for their targets considering the most 
recent delivered AO performance. For more information on ADI parameter optimization as a function 
of sky position and exposure time, please see the Gemini public NICI web pages and Biller et al. 2008. 

Contrast and Sensitivity 
NICI is optimized for detection of faint, sub-stellar companions of stars by utilizing the simultaneous 
Spectral Differential Imaging (SDI) technique. The performance of the system is intimately tied to the 
data reduction and analysis pipelines. 
 
The data reduction pipeline developed by the Campaign team follows these basic steps: (1) normal 
image reductions (flat fielding, dark subtraction, and bad pixel removal), (2) high-pass filtering the 
image (for example removing azimuthal average/median profile), (3) generating a 'quasi-static' PSF for 
removal (taking advantage of the ADI technique, when used), (4) registration and subtracting the two 
filters to produce the SDI images, and (5) finally rotating all of the (A)SDI images to a common field 
position angle and combining to create a final science image frame. 

To date the commissioning of NICI has focused on bright star performance in the full AO + 
coronagraph + ASDI mode. As such, the adaptive optics system performance characterized so far is 
mostly limited to guide stars V~11 magnitude and brighter. Further commissioning data are being 
collected using fainter guide stars, but the data presented here are sufficient to establish that NICI 
performance exceeds the RFP expectations. 
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At the time of the original RFP for the NICI campaign, no on-sky data existed, so simulations were 
used to predict NICI performance. The earlier estimates used to generate the RFP indicated 
conservatively that a Strehl of 0.37 at 1.6 µm would be achieved with a natural seeing of 0.52 arcsec (a 
little better than median), dropping slowly to 0.3 for guide stars as faint as V=12. These estimates are 
very close to the more sophisticated and updated simulations of Chun et al. (2008) shown in Fig. 1.  
With the improved DM currently in NICI, Chun’s simulations show that this same Strehl performance 
is achieved in slightly worse seeing conditions than previously expected.  The validity of the 
simulations is confirmed with the observations shown in the right panel of Fig. 1. 

NICI's adaptive optics performance compares well with the simulations for a wide range of guide star 
brightnesses. The Strehl ratios are measured for long-exposures and include all non-common path 
errors. The simulation curves account for the measured static Strehl of 0.8 at 1.6 µm as measured on 
NICI's internal calibration source. The seeing is estimated from the AO telemetry. The seeing during 
these runs was typically better than the median seeing for Cerro Pachon. The measured Strehl ratios 
agree well with the predicted performance curve. Note that the curvature wavefront sensor has been 
used at only one optical gain (extra-focal distance = 0.4 m) during on-sky commissioning. During very 
good seeing conditions the optimal extra-focal distance determined from the simulations is smaller than 
0.4 m. This probably accounts for most of the apparent difference between the simulations and the 
measurements under the best seeing conditions (Fig. 1, left panel).  

Figure 2 shows contrast curves in ADI mode (Cassegrain rotator off) under median (0.7”) or better 
seeing conditions. The total integration times are 30 min on stars with brightnesses between V = 8 and 
11. The curves illustrate the achieved contrasts from the occulting mask edge (0.32” radius) to 1” 
separation from the star. This is the region where contrast is limited by speckles. Note that TWA-7 is 
considerably fainter than the other two targets. 

Figure 1: Bright guide star performance measured for median seeing conditions and better. Strehl 
ratios are given for 1.6 microns in both panels. Figure adapted from Chun et al., 2008, SPIE 
proceedings.  The red points in the right panel represent recent commissioning measurements taken 14 
Sept 2008. 
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The contrast outside 1 arcsec is lower than expected in the NICI data because the read noise in the 
commissioning data was higher than assumed for the RFP estimates.  During commissioning the 
number of non-destructive read pairs (NDR) was limited to 8, meaning that the read noise dominated 
photon noise outside ~1 arcsec in shorter exposures.  With 8 NDRs, the read noise was measured in the 
commissioning data to be about 24 e-, while the RFP assumed 17 e- for this read mode. The array 
controller is being reprogrammed and tested now to allow for larger numbers of NDRs, which should 
reduce the read noise to less than 10 e-.  Depending on the exposure time used, the lower read noise 
will allow NICI to be photon limited instead of read noise limited at larger radii than is currently 
possible.   

NICI’s performance inside 1 arcsec on brighter stars exceeds the RFP expectations by a significant 
margin. NICI has been designed to work best in the inner regions, where its coronagraph and speckle 
suppressing cameras give it an important advantage over traditional imagers like NIRI. To date, NICI 
has only been used to obtain high contrasts inside ~1". Hence, no data with saturated cores has been 
obtained; deep background-limited integrations to determine if NICI can achieve the RFP contrast 
goals at radii larger than 2 arcsec have not yet been done. These tests have been delayed while waiting 
for new detector controller programming to allow more NDRs and hence lower read noise. It is 
important to reduce NICI’s read noise to extend the high-contrast region to larger radii and to ensure 
that high contrast is achieved on fainter stars.  Fixing the detector controller is therefore key to 
maximizing the number of planets that can be discovered. Note that the contrast curves published in the 
RFP were intentionally conservative, since it was not known how well NICI would perform. It is 
gratifying to see that NICI performance exceeds these expectations in regions where it is designed to be 
most competitive. The right panel of Fig. 2 shows the contrast curves scaled to a 2-hour integration. 

Figure 2: The NICI contrast curves derived with the campaign pipeline reduction software. The 
contrast curves on the left shows the achieved contrasts for the actual integration times 
(approximately 30 minutes) in comparison to the RFP contrast curve scaled to 30 minutes.  The 
V-band brightnesses of the stars are listed in the legend. The figure on the right shows the 
contrast curve obtained on the two brighter targets scaled by the square root of the integration 
time to 2 hours. For reference, the NICI-RFP curve and two contrast curves from the GDPS 
(NICI+Altair) are also shown scaled to the same total integration time. Figure from Chun et al., 
2008, SPIE proceedings. 
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The contrast curves for NIRI+Altair are also shown, as obtained during the Gemini Deep Planet Survey 
(Lafreniere et al. 2007). Commissioning data confirm that the contrast increases, as expected, as the 
square root of the exposure time (for ASDI inside 1 arcsec radius). 
 
The comparison of NICI SDI performance with NIRI GDPS ADI performance is not straight-forward. 
NICI divides the light between two cameras, and is not expected to compare directly to NIRI far from 
the guide star. To directly compare contrast curves from the two instruments, seeing conditions, 
integration times, target brightnesses, and the method of reporting contrasts should be the same, but 
they often aren’t for the NICI commissioning data taken thus far. This is especially true for integration 
times, since much of the GDPS SDI results are significantly deeper than the available NICI 
commissioning data. Nevertheless, the NICI commissioning data appear to justify a square root scaling 
of integration times, and the comparison suggests that NICI performs at least as well as NIRI+Altair in 
the radial regime where NICI is designed to work best. 

Observing Overheads 
Acquisition overheads associated with setting up on each new science target include time for slewing 
the telescope and acquiring a guide star on the peripheral WFS and an AO guide star on the NICI AO 
WFS. The RFP estimate of 15 min for acquisition is consistent with our commissioning experience. In 
imaging mode, automated dither patterns have an estimated on-source efficiency of ~75%, where 25% 
of the elapsed time is used for telescope offsetting, NICI OI re-acquisition, detector readout etc; the 
exact overheads vary with the size of the offset and the exposure time. These overheads are consistent 
with other near-IR instruments at Gemini and match exactly the estimate provided in the NICI RFP. 
Further work is being done during the commissioning runs leading up to the start of the Campaign to 
confirm that the high-level software and observing sequences are working properly. 

Remaining Issues 
There is still a fair amount of work required to fully prepare for the start of the NICI campaign.  The 
most important task to complete is the repair of the dual detector controllers.  For the last few months 
Gemini, MKIR, and UH staff members have worked to reprogram the controller firmware to improve 
their reliability, remove interference patterns and dropped rows, and to increase the number of NDRs 
they support.  Until recently this work has looked like it would be concluded before the end of the 
month, but at present the testing is incomplete and the results are inconsistent.  Until testing is complete 
we cannot rule out the possibility that serious issues remain to be solved. An update will be provided to 
the PFSWG and the GSC at their meetings. 
 
A second important area of concern is the high-level Gemini software.  A great deal of progress has 
been made during the last year, but more testing is required to ensure sufficiently automated and robust 
observing sequences to be executed efficiently.   The high-level software is critical for NICI campaign 
observations to be conducted during regular queue operations by Gemini staff members and NICI 
campaign team members who are not expert in NICI operations. 
 
NICI campaign observations will not begin until these issues are resolved.   
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Conclusions 
 
1. NICI Strehl ratios at 1.6 µm match the predictions for guide stars V<13, both as a function 

of natural seeing and guide star brightness. 
 

2. Delivered contrast ratios as a function of radius from the guide star exceed the RFP 
predictions by a significant margin, for guide stars as faint as V=11, inside a radius of 1 
arcsec. 
 

3. Delivered contrast ratios match or exceed those measured by the GDPS team using NIRI 
and Altair within 1 arcsec. 
 

4. The array controller reprogramming must be completed and tested before the campaign 
can begin.  This work is needed to improve NICI performance outside 1 arcsec radius and 
to increase NICI reliability. 
 

5. The overheads and observing efficiency appear to match the RFP assumptions, suggesting 
that the NICI campaign goals will be achievable once the high-level software is complete 
and NICI completely integrated into the Gemini queue observing system. 
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